To Make a #250 Wash Line Kit, You’ll Need:
1 - WLWS - Set of Wheels w/ Rubber
Brake & Pin
1- INSP - Inline Spacer
2- RSP - Regular Spacer
1- CBTN - Cable Tightener w/ Retainer
2 - 033-MWR316 - Cable Clamps
2 - THLK - Threaded Links
In addition, you will need:
3/16” Galvanized Coated Cable

You will need to add Coated Clothesline Cable for the setup below.
Typically, a 250 ft. roll is sufficient. Should you use a longer roll of Cable, you
will want to add Regular Spacers to hold the upper and lower lines together.

Start with the smaller Pulley at the place
where you will begin to hang your clothes.
The rubber brake keeps clothes from rolling back into the pulley.
Also putting the Stainless Steel pin in the
hole on the Pulley arm will keep the Pulley
from rolling.

Use the large Pulley at the end.

NOTE: Do not pull the cabling off the
roll.
ROLL OUT the cable.

Use the Inline Spacer and Cable Tightener at the beginning.
Start putting your laundry on between the Pulley and the Inline Spacer.
Push the Inline Spacer away from you as you add laundry.
The Inline Spacer will keep the laundry from wrapping into the large Pulley at the end.

Strip plastic off cable at tightener.
Loop Cable through the Tightener and Inline Spacer. Use Clamps to secure Cable.
The Cable Clamps hold the splice in place where you cut and joined the Coated Cable.

The Cable Tightener has a drum with holes in it. Just push the Cable end through the
holes—pull out —leaving a tail. Wrap around more Cable over top of the tail.
Do not over tighten cable.

Use the Regular Spacers as needed. They hold the lines together.
Use one Regular Spacer roughly every 30 feet—
depending on the weight of the clothes.
However, with heavy jeans, blankets, etc. you may want to add more.
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